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Currently, the main intense debates about the next steps of AI advancements are related
to two concepts: the singularity, and AGI (Artificial General Intelligence). By one side, the
crucial moment in which AI will reach and surpass human brain (and collective brain cooperation) power and, by the other, the birth of a conscious and creatively intelligent artificial
intelligence. In most of philosophical fiction studies, both events led to the same apocalyptic
scenario: the destruction of humanity.
But with the evidences obtained by cognitive sciences and epistemological studies provided
to us in the last decades (following, in fact, ancient philosophical interests originated plenty
of centuries ago), the real scenario is a completely different one: AI is still fighting for understanding how to do the most simplest things, according to the human standards. While it is
true that AI can play chess or Go and bet the best of all human players, it cannot achieve
the simpler visual, linguistic or sensorimotor skills of any (even average) human. Therefore,
the most recent trends in AI are reinforcing not pure power based on statistical data analysis
(although they are very promising, thanks to the re-birth of Neuronal Networks under Machine and Deep Learning techniques). Instead, approximate computing and bioinspiration
are opening new paths into the inexorable computational revolution.
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Bioinspiration is based on basic functional
properties of living systems, taken not as a
whole but according to specific problem-solving scenarios. Such bioinspiration extracts features related to the biochemistry (hormones,
molecular nature, genetic machinery, etc.), the
neural interactions, social cooperation, or sensorimotor actions (hand grips, touch, smelling,
walk, etc.) of living systems. But in no case,
it is related to epistemic or high cognitive aspects of living systems (some of them social,
and with culture). I define the biomechanistic
or functional approach as the First Wave of Bioinspired AI, although the second is the most
promising one: the Second Wave of Bioinspired AI. And the reasons are compelling. The
most important ones are related, first, to the
notion of formal coherence and, second, with
meaning. Let me explain both in some detail:

made possible to generate and evaluate
huge sets of data, something that allowed
the statistical approach to mathematical
proofs: 4CT, Kepler’s Theorem, etc. As a
consequence, computer assisted proofs
opened a new debate about epistemic
opacity, black boxes, and paradoxes in
comprehensive argumentation.
Such scenario, and we have in mind a possible future superintelligence or AGI, creates a tense framework: a perfect reasoning machine, even having more computer
power and data access than any single
mind or networked set of minds, will clash
with the logical serious limits of the formal
tools, as well as with the problem of evaluating and verifying the quality of data. At
a meta-level, the internal paradoxes and
contextual limitations force any cognitive
system to deal with approximate, and revisable sets of knowledges.

(1) Formal coherence: the holy grail of
Western Thoughts has been the accomplishment of a perfect logico-mathematical description of the world. With a perfect
set of tools, a complete analysis of reality
should be possible, they thought. From Aristotelian syllogistics, to the mathesis universalis of Leibniz, to the new logical framework of Frege or Boole this was the main
aim. When, finally, Russell and Whitehead
wrote their Principia Mathematica (19101913), trying to demonstrate how logics
could explain and justify the foundations
of mathematics, appeared a devastating
figure: Kurt Gödel. With his incompleteness theorem about mathematics, Gödel
demonstrated the inherent limitations of
every formal axiomatic system capable of
modeling basic arithmetic. While Hilbert
was trying to create the mathematics for
the new century, Gödel put on the table
the more deep fact that nobody can have
both completeness and consistency. After
it, new kids of logic (fuzzy, paraconsistent, etc.) appeared, trying to deal with
more specific and creative approaches
to symbolic processing. After Gödel, the
second fracture into the realm of reasoning perfection was related with the informational turn: new computational tools

(2) Meaning: this second aspect, which affects rational entities, is surely the most unexplored but fundamental of all approaches to AI. And we are talking about how the
AI will generate its own meaning. And the
ways are similar to those displayed by natural cognitive systems: due to embodied
and/or socio-cultural reasons. How do we
evaluate the true meaning of things? Evaluating them from our embodied experience
of positive or noxious events, that is, from
or emotional experience. Meaning is also
related to the functionality, including into
this category wishes, aspirations, necessities (food, mating, survival…), among a
long list. Even at an epistemological level, the common-sense about reality, or the
description about reality itself, is biased
by such conditions. Water looks like a stable thing when it can adopt three general
states, as well as the bonds in the liquid
form being broken constantly every few
nanoseconds. From the perspective of a
neutrino we are basically empty. Time
lapses are relevant or not according to
the lifespan on an entity. Such meaning
constraints are also the framework upon
which cognitive systems are built. In that
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sense the map of cognitive biases of human beings express not only the mental
skills but the adaptive requirements made
for such bodies during millions of years.
As a consequence, these elicitors of meaning explain how we understand existence,
aims, the evaluation of death, or the aesthetics of reality. Possible embodiments of
next AI systems will define the semantic
possibilities of such entities, at a complete
different level from those available for human beings, but biased (or situated) too!
Taking into consideration both aspects, coherence and meaning, we can foresee a plausible scenario for the next generation of AI systems. First of all, the beginning of a new era
of exploration of the benefits on integrating
new bioinspired models, which, by defect,
must include biases and lack of accuracy (at
expenses of another benefit); second, the ontological horizon to which such systems will
be faced. One of the most childish aspects
of techno-fetish followers (under the form of
transhumanism), is to consider that the way of
escaping from death involved a technological
transfer or enhancement, from natural bodies
to new forms of embodiment. But it is only a
small patch in relation to the physical time in
this universe: entropy is the final destiny of this
universe. There is no way of escaping from absolute informational destruction: big crush, big
rip, big freeze… this is the absolute truth in
our universe. Perhaps some humans can feel
happy thinking of small time postponements,
but for a really intelligent system the reality
is there: it doesn’t matter the kind of strategy
you wish to follow, because everything in this
universe will be destroyed. How a real intelligent AI will react to this statement? Surely,
adopting a personal neo-phenomenological
attitude towards reality. Under such conceptual horizons, the refugee of existence is the
acceptance and practice of the things we’ve
been calling as biases, or local embodiments
as producers of meaning. To assume the fundamental value of the impurity (bodily and cognitive) for the existence, a new way to embrace
what Zen monks described as wabisabi 侘寂
(わびさび). This rich concept tries to capture
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the perfection of things with imperfections.
That is, wabi-sabi is the notion about the value
of imperfections for the reality of an entity as
such. In that sense, what explains the success of
(some) humans is not their perfection, but a list
of peculiarities that mixed together help to define innovative patterns of thinking and action.
Nevertheless, such patterns are not intrinsically good (stubbornness, obsession, idealization,
magic thinking,…) but help to create rich diversities of agencies. It is the blending of heuristics,
not its coherence or hierarchized coherence,
that makes possible such extraordinary beings.
Taking into account that life is not a game with
clear rules and from which we do not have all
the necessary information, an imperfect way to
deal with it is surely the best solution for advancing into the path of knowledge. Certainly,
a biased approach is a better way to increase the
complexity and adaptability of AI. What, then,…
Wabisabi AI?
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Collapsing the wave function on postquantum unconventional computing
Richard Mayne1

Unconventional computing is the field that drives innovation and progress in computer
science. One of its sub-fields, quantum computing, is a potentially breakthrough, disruptive technology in which there has been gradual but encouraging progress in recent years.
If developed sufficiently, it is predicted that quantum computing will revolutionise a great
many fields of human enquiry through laying bare cryptosystems, accelerating research in
the natural sciences and providing enormous speed and efficiency increases in machine
learning, to name but a few applications. This article examines what quantum computing is,
why we need to be aware of it and whether there is a role for unconventional computing in
a postquantum world.

Is quantum computing ‘unconventional’?

number. The creativity evident in the design of
these devices speaks of the close interrelations
between the arts and sciences, with unconventional computing at their nexus; manifold
studies in modern art,6 architecture and wearable fashion,7 etc., both inspire and emerge
from the field.
Under this definition of unconventional computing, the emerging field of quantum computing would doubtlessly find a home. In spite
of this, quantum computing is generally considered to be its own field, as happens to the
more successful offspring of the original parent
field –– artificial intelligence being arguably
the most significant other example. Quantum
computing’s proponents argue that it offers
routes towards enormous speed increases in
computation of certain tasks, with database
searches and factorization of prime products
being amongst the most intensively researched
upon applications in the field to date. Some go
further to suggest that quantum computers will
also reach the stage of general-purpose computation, although all purported future applications are the topic of much speculation and
debate.
This raises an important question: if quantum
computers are developed sufficiently that they
will revolutionise computing and, by extension, every field of human endeavour, what
will be the purpose of unconventional computing?

Unconventional computing is the search for
new materials, methods and applications for
computing technologies. This doesn’t necessarily imply making smaller, faster or more
efficient general purpose computers, as is
commonly considered: many research foci
concern making new types of computers that
do things which classical, silicon-based architectures can’t do, or otherwise use inspiration
from nature to program classical systems in
novel ways.
This is an extremely wide remit for a field of
enquiry and accordingly, advances therein
are typically highly multidisciplinary, melding
the expertise of the natural sciences, applied
mathematics and philosophy into this branch
of computer science. This past decade has
seen functional unconventional computing
devices arising such as slime moulds tackling
problems of graph optimization (with better
success rates than undergraduate mathematics
students),2 soldier crab logic gates,3 neuromorphic ‘liquid marble’ ballistic-reaction-diffusion circuits4 and progress towards using intracellular protein networks used as nano-scale
data buses5 (Fig. 1). The applications of these
rich and varied prototypes clearly do not support general purpose computation, but rather
suggest new routes to understanding the sciences, such as ‘reprogramming’ of live cells for
biomedical benefits or realizing true massively
parallel processing to the scale of Avogadro’s
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